ACI® FRAUD MANAGEMENT™ SOLUTION

ACI® Fraud Management™ solution offers banks, intermediaries and merchants a cloud-based, 360-degree approach to enterprise fraud management. The solution is designed to combat existing and emerging fraud threats using a superior combination of machine learning, fraud and payments data, advanced analytics and flexible rules to:

• Detect and prevent fraud loss
• Maximize revenue and growth
• Create operational efficiencies
• Enhance the customer experience
• Build customer trust
• Protect brand reputation
• Address compliance requirements
THE MARKET CHALLENGE

Fraud is a problem that affects every sector and every part of the payments value chain. But, in a world where cost control and customer service are paramount, organizations often struggle to balance these priorities with the highly complex and continuously evolving business of fraud management. For this reason, many organizations seek cost-effective, outsourced payments fraud and compliance solutions, in the hope of leveraging the specialized skills and technology of expert partners to meet their individual business needs.

ACI FRAUD MANAGEMENT

Successful fraud prevention relies on effective, timely decision making — accepting good transactions and denying fraudulent ones by using the best available information and tools to take action in real time. A winning fraud prevention solution allows revenues to grow and customers to transact, giving businesses the ability to focus on what they do best.

The ACI Fraud Management solution is built on these vital principles. By combining the very best tools, technology and processes, with fraud and transaction data from the payments universe and insights from our global fraud experts, our unparalleled cloud-based platform offers fast, highly accurate results — working to stop fraud and improve every customer experience across the payments ecosystem.

UNRIVALLED TECHNOLOGY

Our solution is built using sophisticated, open architecture that can grow and flex with changing business demands and fraud trends. The platform also combines the ability to process thousands of transactions per second with real-time fraud decisioning to provide a fast, robust solution to suit any organization.

With more than 20 years’ experience delivering machine learning in the transaction path, state-of-the-art, adaptive machine learning naturally forms a core component of our comprehensive fraud management solution. Working alongside our flexible rules engine, our proven models facilitate reacting and adapting to new fraud signals with high levels of accuracy. Our universal scoring engine also offers the ability to support externally developed models, including the deployment of models built by customers’ own internal data science teams or third-party providers.
Our advanced behavioral analytics capabilities and business intelligence tools allow customers to support and leverage an expansive and growing data universe. Through our intuitive user interface, customizable monitoring dashboards and comprehensive reporting functionality, ACI customers can easily aggregate, interrogate and understand mass amounts of data to make better business decisions and develop highly tailored, responsive fraud strategies.

The ACI Fraud Management cloud-based solution is supported by a network of fraud and risk partnerships designed to provide best-of-breed capabilities through a combination of ACI and third-party technologies. Our platform also allows easy integration to other third-party payment and complementary fraud systems, helping to eliminate the complexity of managing siloed systems and multiple vendors.

INTELLIGENT INSIGHT

By working with players across the entire payments ecosystem, ACI is in a unique position to bridge the gaps between parties and encourage a shared intelligence approach. This allows us to support highly effective, real-time strategies to prevent payments fraud and support genuine transactions. We deliver this in two ways:

First, ACI provides access to the broadest array of data sources from across the payments ecosystem. This includes the ability to combine fraud and payments transaction data from card-present and card-not-present environments, as well as customer, third-party and proprietary ACI data in real time to build a holistic and accurate picture of customer profiles and fraud trends.

Second, the ACI Fraud Management solution is supported by a global team of subject matter experts and data scientists with deep industry knowledge across the broadest spectrum of payment environments. These experts help to convert data into intelligence and ensure that our technology solutions are optimized — working closely with our customers to manage KPIs and rule libraries, implement new strategies and provide dedicated day-to-day support.

This combination of superior technology, intelligent insight and expert support is the reason why ACI has become a trusted advisor in the payments industry and why hundreds of banks, financial intermediaries and merchant customers worldwide rely on ACI Fraud Management for next-generation fraud prevention and detection.
Want to start capitalizing on the benefits of machine learning technology for your payments fraud prevention? **Book a meeting** with one of our experts today to find out how we can help.

ACI Worldwide powers digital payments for more than 6,000 organizations around the world. More than 1,000 of the largest financial institutions and intermediaries, as well as thousands of global merchants, rely on ACI to execute $14 trillion each day in payments and securities. In addition, myriad organizations utilize our bill presentment and payment services. Through our comprehensive suite of software solutions delivered on customers’ premises, through the public cloud or through ACI’s private cloud, we provide real-time payment capabilities and enable the industry’s most complete omni-channel payments experience.